The Oak Ridge office of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)'s Office of Environmental Management (EM) is seeking fellows to engage in projects and activities related to DOE’s Legacy Clean-up Missions at East Tennessee Technology Park, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and Y-12 National Security Complex sites. EM's first priority is to ensure the safety and health of the public and EM's workforce while continuing to protect the environment. The Oak Ridge office carries out the mission using sound business practices, innovative management approaches, and science and technology to reduce risks and costs within the EM regulatory framework.

The fellow will receive training, coaching and mentoring from the EM-92 branch chiefs to effectively accomplish appointment goals. Appointments may involve projects focused on

- Engineering
- Science
- Research
- Technology
- Policy
- Business
- Government Relations

**Qualifications**

To qualify for the DOE Oak Ridge Environmental Management Science Education and Internship Program, you will need to meet the following eligibility criteria:

- Have a cumulative GPA of 3.0 on a 4.0 scale.
- U.S. citizenship (verification will be required if selected)
- Be at least 18 years of age at the time the appointment begins (no exceptions).
- Postgraduate of an accredited institute of higher education

The EM Oak Ridge office is seeking qualified candidates who possess the appropriate bachelor's/master's degrees in engineering, physical science, and business/accounting.

**How to Apply**

Submit your application in Zintellect at the following link: https://zintellect.com/Oppportunity/Details/OREM-2022.

**Have a Question?**

Please contact ExperienceORISE@orau.org and include the reference code for this opportunity (OREM-2022) in the subject line of the email.